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This quarterly newsletter provides
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funding,
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and other relevant news from the
region and beyond.
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Advocacy & Policy dialogue
Mapping and assessment of civil society organizations’ networks in Albania
In Albania, several networks and coalitions of civil society organizations have been established and operate for years,
however, there is a lack of consolidated information on their number, field of activity, geographical coverage, members,
activities, etc. There is a great need to learn more about networks and understand the contribution they can make.
Partners Albania and the National Resource Centre for Civil Society conducted a study on this issue. The purpose of the
study is to provide a mapping of CSO Networks and to assess the networks capacities and the needs to further support
the development and ongoing work of networks, coalitions and active community groups (potential networks) in Albania.
As part of the study, a mapping of identified networks and coalitions across the country is conducted and individual
passports with valuable information for each of them are designed. The passports contain such as: network name, field
of activity, mission, members, legal status, network coordination unit and its contacts. The study also explores into the
dynamics of networking. It raises questions and begins a conversation about networks, in the development context.
Read the report here:

Strengthening CSO networks & coalitions in Albania for more initiatives and higher impact
Strengthening of the CSO’ networks is an important element of the development of civil society in Albania.
National Resource Centre provides support for capacity building of the networks as a component of its
strategic objectives to strengthen the capacities of civil society and to contribute to the creation of an
environment that is conducive to civil society, participatory democracy and the EU integration process in
Albania.
In this framework, the Centre launched in October an open call for expressions of interest for the
Assistance Program for networks and coalitions of civil society organizations. This program will support
formal and informal networks, coalitions and groups in their further internal development and in
addressing better the issues identified in the areas where CSOs contribute.

Activities from the regional offices of National Resource Centre for Civil Society in Albania

From the meeting with the Youth Group “Impact”, part
of the organization “Community for Change”, where
was discussed on the increase of cooperation and
organizing of activities in the context of civic activism
and volunteering

National Activism Day, Shkodra – Activities organized by
young volunteers at the Polyvalent Centers “Mark Lula”
and “Kiras”

During the meeting with the citizens of Bestrovo and
representatives of the Ombudsman in Fier, where is
discussed on possible solutions of the problem of the
drinking water that this community has from many
years

From the meeting with teachers, parents, students of the
“Muco Delo” School in Vlora, where is discussed on the
need to engage young people and increase their role in
society

Information session with youth from “28 Nentori” High
School in Shkodra, on volunteering and community
mobilization

National Activism Day, Vlora - Discussion with youth and
representatives of youth organizations on activism and
its importance in the society
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Capacity Building
NPO Academy
The NPO Academy's 2019 program, continued in the last months with other lectures on: Providing public support and working with the private
sector; Fundraising, revenue generation and philanthropy; and Participatory governance. Highly experienced lecturers, experts in the above
mentioned issues as well as some guest speakers, were part of these sessions of the Academy.

#session10
“Providing Public Support and Working with the Private SectorFundraising and Philanthropy “

#session11
“Participatory Governance”

At the Fundraising and Philanthropy lecture, we had the pleasure to have
as guest speaker Mrs. Eugenie Harvey - Director of “The Funding
Network” in the UK, a network where Partners Albania is part of. Eugenie
shared information about the Network as well as the on-site
Crowdfunding events under the “Giving Circle” logo, which are organized
worldwide, recently also in Albania, as one of the effective ways to
fundraise for community social issues.

Coaching and mentoring for the Academy participants
During these months, individual and group mentoring sessions with Academy participants continued, focusing on fundraising and revenue
generation, organizational management, strategic planning and advocacy. In about 50 sessions conducted throughout the NPO Academy 2019,
participants have been instructed and assisted in the development of a range of important organizational documents such as policies, procedures,
strategic plans, communications, fundraising, etc., thus directly contributing at increase of organizational standards and sustainability.

Study Visit

In addition to the lectures and mentoring session, study visits were organized to public and private institutions as part of the Academy. The visits
contributed to increasing participants' knowledge on the role of these institutions in supporting civil society organizations and their activities. The
sharing of best practices of intersectoral cooperation regarding the mechanisms of sector involvement in policymaking and decision-making as
well as exploring alternative sources of funding for CSOs was the core of discussions between institutions and participants at the Academy 2019.
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Graduation Ceremony of Participants in the NPO Academy 2019

On December 19, 2019, Partners Albania and the National Resource Centre organized the graduation ceremony of the NPO Academy 2019
participants.
During this year's Academy program, 25 NPO leaders and program managers in new but consolidated organizations, attended a series of lectures,
mentoring sessions and study visits sharing knowledge and experience on organizational development and sustainability issues as well as on the
involvement of the sector in participatory processes.
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Training Programs for CSOs
During this quarter, the National Resource Centre organized a series of training programs for local civil society organizations based on their needs,
identified as part of the “Capacity and needs assessment for civil society organizations in Albania”. In response to the high interest for training
programs on " European Union funding programmes for CSOs", the Centre continued to organize other regional (on-site and on-site) training on
this topic, with organizations in Kukes, Tirana, Shkodra, Vlora, Elbasan and Fier. Other trainings organized during this period where on "Fundraising
and Revenue Generation" in Korça and Tirana, and on "Strategic Planning" in Tirana.
About 240 CSO representatives attended in the trainings, increasing their knowledge on these issues.

Also, based on the need and interest of CSOs, but also considering the various changes in the legal and regulatory framework in the last months, the
Centre organized 4 online trainings on “The legal framework and fiscal treatment of non-profit organizations” with the participation of CSOs from

different cities across the country.
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Meetings with the sector on the “Code of Standards for CSOs” initiative
Following the event on "Strengthening accountability, transparency and sustainability of civil society organizations – Code of Standards for CSOs "
organized early in September this year, Partners Albania and National Resource Center organized during these months a series of informing and
discussion roundtables with about 200 civil society organizations in Tirana, Vlora, Shkodra and Korça.
The Code of Standards aims to be a self-regulatory mechanism for the sector that will contribute to increase the CSOs functioning standard, the
quality of their activity and transparency of CSOs. This is the beginning of a working process in collaboration and with the involvement of all
interested civil society organizations as well as international organizations, agencies and donors working to develop civil society in the country.
Considering this initiative, a decisive step in the creation of standards for the work of the sector and its further development, we invite all interested
CSOs to become part of this process with their comments, suggestions, questions and involvement in a more inclusive way as part of the working
group on this issue.
Starting from January 2020 will be worked intensively on the preparation of the Code the mechanism of how it will work. The process will have

several stages, aiming a large and effective involvement of the sector. Following the drafting of the Code, a series of regional consultations with the
sector will be organized across the country.
All organizations that would like to be actively involved in this process are kindly invited to contact us at info@resourcecentre.al.
Read more

From the meeting with CSOs in Tirana

From the meeting with CSOs in Tirana

From the meeting with CSOs in Korça

From the meeting with CSOs in Shkodra

From the meeting with organizations of Youth Voice

Network, Tirana

From the meeting with participants of the
NPO Academy 2019

From the meeting with CSOs in Vlora
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The new VAT refund procedure for non-governmental organizations enters into force
A new VAT refund procedure entered into force in December 2019. As you have been regularly informed by Partners
Albania, this procedure is the result of the work of a working groups created a year ago, on the initiative of the
Delegation of the European Union to Albania, with the participation of representatives of the Ministry of Finance, the VAT
Refund Directorate and the sector represented by Partners Albania.
The new procedure marks a qualitative step in fully regulating VAT reimbursement by now enabling any funding scheme,
of any donor, with a co-operation agreement with the Albanian government, as well as all sub-grant schemes. Applying
this procedure implies de-facto exclusion of the non-profit sector from VAT.
Read more Ministry of Finance guidance on VAT refund procedure

Legal package “ANTI-CCK” - CSOs require transparency, comprehensive consultation and respect of
the Constitution and of the European Convention on Human Rights
Civil society organizations were informed in the recent months, through media, with the legal initiative proposed by
the government to prevent, change and take action against organized crime, terrorism and serious crime, publicly
presented as the special package Anti-KÇK.
With the initiative of the Albanian Helsinki Committee, a group of 22 civil society organizations, through an Open
Declaration, requested the official publication of this project in order to make possible for all CSOs, experts in the
field but also interest groups to present their opinions within the legal deadlines, before being subject to
parliamentary procedure.
Read the full statement here

Declaration of some civil society organizations on the draft laws of the Anti-Defamation Package
In November, the Albanian government launched in Parliament the initiative on a package of draft laws anti-defamation. Considering this legal
initiative a violation of the freedom of expression and a risk for the democracy in the country, a group of Albanian media and civil society
organizations have called on the government to withdraw the anti-defamation legal package. Through a Declaration, the CSO group requires from
the Assembly of Albania the immediate rejection of the draft law. The initiative is also supported by international organizations, part of the Solidarity
Platform. Read the full declaration here

National Activism Day #NAD2019
On October 22, the National Resource Centre for Civil Society and Partners Albania joined
National Activism Day #NAD2019 and participated in the Activism Fair organized at Scanderbeg
Square as well as in the Human Rights March!
#NAD2019 brought together local & national organizations as well as many activists &
volunteers, promoting their work, as very valuable contributors to the Albanian society and to the
country's development.
#NAD2019 was organized in collaboration with civil society organizations from all over the
country, under the coordination of Co-PLAN and contribution of the National Resource Center
for Civil Society and Partners Albania, with the support of the US Embassy in Tirana.
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CSO Sustainability Index - Albania Report 2018
In November 2019, the Institute for Democracy and Mediation presented in a meeting organized in
Tirana, the findings of the USAID, CSO Sustainability Index in Albania for 2018. According to the findings,
overall sustainability of the civil society sector did not undergo major changes during 2018. Financial
sustainability continues to be the weakest dimension of sustainability of # CSOs as well as continues to
be accompanied by lack of diversification of resources, high dependence on international donors, as
well as a marked lack of access to public funds.
Arjola Agolli, Director of Programs at Partners Albania and Manager of the National Resource Centre for
Civil Society, was part of the discussion panel at this meeting. Following the presentation of the findings,
in her speech she discussed the challenges of the CSO sector, particularly regarding the legal and fiscal
framework, the financial sustainability of the sector, as well as the cooperation with central and local
government and participation in decision making. Participants from civil society, donor community, state institutions and media were present in the
meeting. Read more

Meeting of the National Council for Civil Society (NCAC)
On November 12, 2019 was organized a meeting of the National Council for Civil Society (NCCS). Present
in the meeting were also representatives of some CSOs, international organizations and donors in the
country. The main issues addressed by keynote speakers and discussion among Council members were:
Approval of the minutes of the previous meeting held on 22.6.2018; The role of NCCS in drafting the
revised Roadmap; NCCS activity and its engagement in monitoring of the Roadmap; Promoting the role
of NCCS as a key actor in identification of problematic and priority issues in the sector; and the Annual
Conference of NCCS, for which it was decided to be organized at a time when the Council would had
some results of its work to present. As part of the meeting, were introduced also the four new members
of NCCS, elected after the end of the 1-year term of the other members.
Read more here

Fair “Civil Society for Justice”
On 25th October 2019, in Tirana was organized the fair "Civil Society for Justice", an initiative of Save the
Children and the EU Delegation. Civil society organizations working in the field of justice were part of this
fair and shared with all interested visitors, the results of their work, and also findings and
recommendations with regards to the Justice Reform.

The event was attended by Mr. Luigi Soreca, Ambassador of the EU Delegation to Albania, Ms. Etilda
Gjonaj, Minister of Justice, Ms. Naureda Llagami, President of the High Judicial Council and
representatives of judicial and government institutions.

Tirana has been awarded the “European Capital of Youth 2022”
The capital of Albania, Tirana has been awarded the “European Youth Capital 2022”. Applications for this
award were made by youth-focused organizations in Tirana, led by the National Youth Congress and
supported by the Municipality of Tirana. The award is given by the European Youth Forum, which chose
Tirana as the youth capital of 2022 among the 5 cities.
The European Youth Capital is a title that aims at empowerment of young people, increase of their participation in decision making and strengthens of their European identity. This title will give the possibility
to Tirana to showcase its innovative ideas, projects and activities that aims at empowering voices and
bringing a new perspective to young people in all aspects of city life.
The award ceremony was held in Amiens, France, the city that holds this title for 2020. The final cities
for EYC 2022 were selected by an independent panel such as the European Parliament, the Committee
of the Regions, the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe etc. Read more

“Civil Society in the European Integration Process” - Program for Western Balkan Organizations
At the beginning of October was organized in Kosovo the third edition of the Program "Civil Society in
the European Integration Process".
Up to 18 senior executives of CSOs from the region, among which Mrs. Arjola Agolli, Director of Programs for Partners Albania and Manager of National Resource Centre gathered to learn about: EU and
the Western Balkans, Current challenges for the EU, EU fact-finding, The Enlargement Policy and strategic and tactical approaches for accession. Read more about the program
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Coordination meeting between TACSO 3 and National Resource Centres for Civil Society Development in Western Balkans and Turkey
On November 2019, in Podgorica was held a meeting of the TACSO 3 Program and the National
Resource Centres for Civil Society in the Western Balkans and Turkey, both supported by the
European Union, to share information and coordinate the activities in the region. The meeting
was attended by 24 representatives of National Civil Society Resource Centres in these
countries, representatives of EU Delegations, senior representatives from DG NEAR and the
TACSO 3 team.
In January 2020, TACSO 3 is expected to finalize the regional report on "Assessment of the
Needs for Enabling Environment and Civil Society Capacities of the Western Balkans and
Turkey". Through an open call, BCSDN has been selected to draft this report. During the
October-November, the members of the network (Citizens Initiatives, CPCD, CRNVO, KCSF, MCIC
and Partners Albania) collected and analyzed data for each of the countries. The meeting to
present and to consult the findings of the report on Albania will be held in January 2020.
Read more

10th Regional Coordination Meeting on Gender Equality and the Conference on Gender Equality
Index 2019
In the framework of the cooperation of the European Institute for Gender Equality (EIGE), with
Western Balkans and Turkey and the EU Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA), on 15-16
October 2019 was held in Brussels the 10th Regional Coordination Meeting of candidate
countries and potential candidates for EU membership. The purpose of the meeting was to
discuss the latest developments and challenges for gender equality, forms of cooperation in the
region as well as the development of National Gender Equality Indexes in the Western Balkan
countries. In the framework of this cooperation, Albania is also expected to publish soon the
National Index, implemented by INSTAT.
Arjola Agolli, Director of Programs for Partners Albania and Manager of the National Resource
Centre was part of this meeting, sharing main challenges and the work of civil society
organizations in Albania to achieve gender equality.
For more on the Conference
For more on the 2019 Index

Regional Youth Conference "Youth in the Western Balkans and Turkey" in Belgrade
The Regional Youth Conference "Youth in the Western Balkans and Turkey" organized in Belgrade on November 2019, gathered around 250 CSOs
and youth from the region, governments’ representatives of Serbia, Albania, Montenegro, Northern Macedonia and Turkey, EU-institutions, as well
as donors and other partner institutions.
Under the slogan #Weneedmore, in the conference was presented the Regional Youth Participation Index, already developed for the fourth year in
a row, providing an overview of the challenges of social, economic and political inclusion of young people in the region. As part of the conference
panels, 5 inspiring stories of 5 passionate young people from each country were presented. Representatives of institutions at local and central level
shared their views about youth participation on national and local level and discussed the perspective of the youth development in the region.
Participants and panelists from Albania at this conference were representatives from Partners Albania as an implementing partner of the project
#YouthBanksHub for the Western Balkans & Turkey; representatives from several youth organizations such as Youth Act, Youth Centre New Era,
Act for Society and representatives from the Municipality of Tirana and INSTAT.
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Supporting Social Entrepreneurship Development in Albania
In October 2019, a promotion and networking event was held in Tirana with representatives of
CSOs working in the field service provision, aiming to promote the business models in partnership
with business and the public sector.
Such events serve as a good opportunity for participating CSOs to establish contacts and network
with other sectors, present entrepreneurial initiatives and explore partnership building with a view
to ensuring the sustainability of these business models.
For several years Partners Albania as part of its work with the sector, organizes such meetings
contributing to the building of relationships and the creative economy, thereby contributing to the
growth of the social economy and to the promotion of inclusive development in the
country. Read more

Kinfolk Coffee Library – Social Initiative as a measure to prevent youth involvement in organized crime
Another social business opened its doors in November, in a confiscated property from organized crime in Albania. Kinfolk Coffee in Durres will be a
place where young people and students of the “Aleksander Moisiu” University, will socialize, read, study and organize various socio-cultural
activities. Kinfolk will also support integration and employment of youngsters, part of the Probation Service.
The opening ceremony was attended by Mr. Luigi Soreca - Ambassador of the EU Delegation to Albania, Mrs. Valbona Sako - Mayor of Durres, and
representatives from government and public institutions in Albania. Mrs. Juliana Hoxha, Director of Partners Albania, emphasized the importance of
cooperation and partnership between civil society, local institutions and law enforcement agencies, in advancing such initiatives of extraordinary
economic, social and political value.
Mr. Luigi Soreca, Ambassador of the EU Delegation to Albania, stated “I saw myself the importance that this kind of initiative can have to re-energize
the local communities, the local institutions and the civil society, and the message that this kind of initiative can give to the overall public in a
country in which the crime is participating in a daily life”. Moreover, “The Albanian Civil Society organisations need to be at the heart of any future
discussions on the use and management of sequestered and confiscated assets in this country. I would like to congratulate especially Partners Albania and
its local organizations for their courage to stand up against criminal networks in often difficult circumstances”.
Read more
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QUARTERLY CALENDAR

Mark your calendar! Be involved in our upcoming events!
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NPO Academy

Trainings & Seminars for CSOs

Networking Events

Public Forums and Events

Partners Albania offers a 45 m2 meeting room, equipped with all the necessary
equipment to carry out various events such as training, workshops,
conferences etc.
Advantages:
Very good location
Competitive prices
Networking and exposure opportunities
Opportunities for online meetings, conferences, trainings, webinars up to 25
participants
Suitable conference room with natural lighting, contemporary equipment, airconditioning, etc.

For reservation contact us at:

We welcome you!

Elbasan Street, Park Gate Building, 10th Floor,
Ap. 71/73, Tirana
Mob: 00355 697889600
Tel. 00355 4 2254881

CONTACT US :
Office in Tirana

Office in Shkodra

Office in Vlora

Elbasan Street, Park Gate Building, 10th
Floor, Ap. 71/73, Tirana

Str. Studenti, Square of Democracy,
7nd Floor, the building near Shkodra
Radio , Shkoder

Neighborhood 29th November, Str.
Dede Ahmet Amataj, Mother's Day 15,
2nd Floor, Vlora

(in the premises of the "Women in
Development" Association)

Tel: +355 3 3224531

(in the premises of "Partners Albania
for Change and Development")
Tel / Fax: +355 4 2254881
E-mail: info@resourcecentre.al

FOLLOW

@resourcecentre.al

E-mail: shkodra@resourcecenter.al

@resourcecentrealbania

(in the premises of "Aulona" Center)
E-mail: vlora@resourcecenter.al

@resourceCSO_al

@ResourceCentreAlbania

@http://www.resourcecentre.al/
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